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SPAULDING ATHLETIC GOODS,
PENNANTS, PILLOWS, PINS

Davidson

&. Wheat,

Marshall College
SENIO~S:
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Let us make your Syllabus Papers

UNION TRANSFER
AND

•

STORAGE COMPANY,
CABS
BAGGAGE DAY AND NIGHT.

JUST PHONE US

Swell

coLLBoB

Shoes

AT

FROST &. GAR.RED'S

Swell Shoe Store.
H. J. HOMRICH,
Fine Watches,

Diamonds, Jewelry,
and Silverware

Cut Glass

The Largest, finest and Most Complete Stock in the City.
Prices Right.

909 Third Ave.

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.
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Christtnastide.
The Holiday season comes on apace
and with it the demand for suitable
gifts. You have your circle of friends
and'. relations to whom you expect to
make a Uttle gift- the question that is
uppermost in your mind is what to bny
that will please. This store has always
made it a study to help people out of
this difficulty. The entire s tore is full
of suggestions and the showing is so
large that it gives you almost endless
variety from which to choose.
On general principals it is always
proper to give some useful article. If
your mind runs in that direction you
could not come to a better place than
this store.

'TIS AN EASY TASK TO BUY CHRISTMAS GIFTS

I

With unlimited means at your cammand, but
the most of us are compelled to make our money
go as far as possible and it is to this class in particular that "The Big Store" appeals.
Holiday Gifts at Every Day Prices is a special
feature of this store.
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young lady-for the old folks-young folkslittle tots and all.
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Miss M. E. Stotte.
Excl1;1sive Styles in Millinery. Up-to-D~te
Neck-Wear and Art Goods.
914 5th Avenue

Huntington, W. Va.

T. S. Garland & Co.
People~s Dry Goods and Milinery Store.
Largest Store of Ladies Ready to Wear Garments in the State
'L
In all Ladies' Tailor Made Suits, Cloaks and Skirts for
SPECI .'\ SALE November
and December. Dont fail to attend our Big
Thanksgiving Linen Sale.

Linens, Napkins, Table Sets and Table Tops reduced

T. S Garland & Co.
The People's Store.

S. A· SPANGENBERG,
DEALER IN HUYLER'S AND LOWNEY'$ CANDIES
ICE CREAM AND ICE CREAM SODAS THE YEAR ROUND
921 T~URD AVENUE

Specialty of

PINE HEATING,
Plumbing and Electrical Work.
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Furniture and Carpets
Shades, Linoleums, Oil _Cloth,
A nd everything to be fo und in a

First Class Furniture & Carpet House
SOME GOODS

I

P articularly those al low p rices, are made to look well
ii
for a time but principally to sell.
The goods we are offering at the same low prices are
made to WEAR, otherwise we wouldn' t sell them at any
price.
Econom y is a great revenue. ·w hether you intend
spending little or much, you 'll find your dollar has a vtry
large purchasing power .
_
Varied oppor~\mities to ecopo~e ·wH~ aml L ffec tiy@•-'- ..
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922- 924 Fourth Ave.

Hotel Frederick Bldg.

Huntington, West Virginia.
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All contributions and changes In advertisements should be reported before the '8nth of the
month. Subscription Fifty Cents.
Entered at the Huntington, W. Va. post-office aa second class mall matter.

GUY M:Ac11 ('OS)

EDITOR IN CHIEF;
L. J. CORBLY,

Virginian Society

Principal Marshall Oollege

CBARLOTTII WAD•

AS80CIATE EDITORS:
B&RTBA RODES ( '07),

Young Women's Christian Association,
R. C. SPANOLBR ('I.ii,
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Zeta Rho Epsilon
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BUSINESS MANAGER

Erosophla.n Society

L. I[, HACIOBY,

At a recent meeting of the State
board of regents of the normal
school and its branches a rule was
unanimously adopted requiring
that all teachers elected hereafter
to positions on the faculties of the
normal schools must have completed their A. B . courses in some high
class college or university, or must
have done work equivalent to that
required for such a degree, and
that this rule shall apply to all
members of the present faculties of
the normal schools after three

years. This action by the board,
unanimous, as it was, is significant indeed . It not only very decidedly raises the standard for election to positions on the normal
school faculties, but it forces all
who are ou these faculties to raise
their educational qualifications to
the high class A. B. degree standard within three years or retire
from their positions. This rule
cannot but raise the normal school
standard in West Virginia and
accordingly raise these schools in
the estimate of the public.
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The teacher who cannot always
give a civil and direct and intelligent answer (at least reply) to
every question submitted by memhers of the class, is not quite fit to
be a teacher of young people.

because they never get in accomplishing touch with the world.
A few minutes of personal introduction to one's class now and then
is very much more needed than a

few more dryly taught lessons. Oh,
The teacher who cannot find how little many teachers seem to
time to reach personally and to in- realize that teaching books is only
quire directly and personally after the small part of a teacher's work
the whys of every student's lack of in any grade of school! How few
interest or attention, where lack teachers seem to know why they
there is, is either not sufficiently in are teaching; fewer know how to
sympathy with the personal welfare teach, and fewer still what to
of his or her students to assure teach of the book before them!their loyalty and success, or is lay- There are very few "teachers" in
ing entirely too much stress upou · the profession.
the subject and entirely too little
We wonder what the Great
upon the individual welfare of the Teacher would think if He could
class.
hear the answers some who call
themselves
teachers give to those
Pray what is the function of the
under
them;
sharp, bitter, ungentleteacher? Merely to hammer and
manly,
unladylike
retorts, sarcastic
pound and drive facts and figures
and information into heads, think thrusts, merciless jests intended to
some. Such "some" are born too mortify, humiliating references,
late in the centuries to be teachers; "smart" answers intended to evoke
they are out of their places, badly laughter at a pupil or student's exout, or awfully out of joint with pense. Call such teachers?
their profession .
What, anyhow, is the A. B. C.
of
teaching if not to better the
There is too little human blood
taught,
to soften the hard lines of
in some teachers to warm a human
child and youth nature, to reach
heart at arm's length from them;
first the heart then the head? A
they go about freezing, chilling,
poor
quality of education it is in"sterilizing" (if we may borrow a
deed,
and poorly will it stand the
stilted term) the human milk that
test,
which
reaches the head in any
nourishes the average human soul.
other
way
than
through the heart.
They are liked by some because
there are some quite "like" them;
Heartless, u~sympathetic, cold,
but they never accomplish much bloodless, inhuman man , woman,
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do not try to teach; 'tis not of your
kind that teachers are made. Get
out of the teacher's chair. You
cati't fill it. Child and youth need
men and women with heart and
red blood and human sympathy in
their instructors.
In our opinion the complainer is
about the poorest of all teachers.
Complainers complain because there
is something wrong with themselves. Who on earth like'> to
listen to complaints, who? Like
Scribes and Pharisees they are
always too good to live with others;
they are misfits in this world; to be
pitied, of course; but how tiresome, how irritating, how exasperating, how unnerving, how unwelcome anywhere, how unfit for
anything. Who likes a complainer?
Who does not shrink when compelled to listen to them? Who does
not feel glad when they are out of
sight and sound?
There are teachers who are eternally complaining about this one,
that one, the other one, the bad
one, the lazy one, the tardy one,
the absent one, the idle one, the
poor one, the dull one, the impudent one, the restless one, the mischievous one; and if all behave well
and recite well, and study well, and
do all possible to get on smoothly,
still the complaining teacher finds
room to complain.
He or she
could not thrive without chance to

7

complain, for complaining is a part
of the daily life.
Then there are teachers from
whom one never hears complaint,
and they are liked better, they
teach better, they live better, they
love better, they think better, tht-y
act better, they are better.
There is no surer sign of weakness in discipline or of failure somewhere than the extremc:ly objectionable habit of sending children
from the class-room. Mark the
word "habit." This may be suitable punishment sometimes, we
seriously doubt it. We know that
with ourselves it has almost always
failed of the purpose intended. The
boy or the girl that is usually sent
out of class is usually the one most
needed in class and the one who
would rather be out than in. Some
teacher says that· he or she can't
have the time of the class wasted
by such students or pupils. It
might be a good thing for such
teachers to spend a few recitation
periods finding out how easily such
practice may be abused. Sending
home and sending out of class are
usually conveniences to suit an impatient teacher's feelings. It is
usually an evasion or a dodging, a
cowardly refusing to face real discipline. Students have a right to
learn discipline from a teacher as
well as to learn books. To see a
skillful teacher meet an emergency
in discipline is one of the finest
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lessons ever learned by a class, and
nothing else so solidly establishes
the teacher in the confidence of
the class.
When one hears a teacher beginning to ask what to do in this
emergency or in that, one may be
sure that that teacher is in a fair
way to become a machine disciplinarian and a failure. Scarcely
can two real teachers meet the
same emergency in the same way.
How to punish for a certain offense or how to meet. a certain
emergency depends chiefly on who
is to meet it; therein the experience
to a class becomes both interesting
and valuable.
So much for the teacher: How
about the pupil or students? When
or under what circumstances is a
pupil justifiable in the use of curt
language to the teacher? According to our own ideas of propriety
between teacher and student curt
replies are never justifiable. If they
ended with the reply, bad enough;
but they sting, and inhere, and
persist in that form of memory
which begets unchristianlike feeling. To our way of thinking, no
matter what our own failures to
measure up to the requirements
may have been and may still be, curt
replies are always ungentlemanly
and unladylike; man's relation to
man is such that we fail to find any
excuse for descending to the level
of curt, sarcastic, biting retorts or

provocations under any circumstances. The moment anyone does
it he feel~ a sense of having used
unmanly means, coarse methods,
unrefined forms of expressicn to
defend or to gratify his ruffled feelings; the moment he does it, just
that moment has he to a certain
degree let his antagonist have the
advantage of him . So long as one
is in perfect command of himself
he is at his best; and the moment
he resorts to any but sober, calm,
cool speech, either in question or in
reply, he loses his best weapon.
The student that can answer a
crusty, cross, ill, dry, unsympathetic remark from a teacher in
perfectly calm language at once
places himself on the vantage
ground and enlists the sympathy of
every onlooker or hearer. Coolness, courtesy, refined speech under the stress of offended "feeling is
the weapon that challenges wonder,
astonishment, sympathy for the
wielder thereof.
Under no circumstances does it
pay a student to be rude of spt:ech
or of act to a teacher.
"Thrice armed is he who hath
his quarrels just," but ten times
armed is he who maintaineth his
self control throughout. There is
no form of speech that so disarms
and confuses a foe as cool, temperate deliberate reply. It turns the
knife of sarcasm and the arrow of
vituperation against the user there-
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of and blunts all forms of passion•
ate abuse or criticism.
To be master of coolness and of
self requires one to feel a deep
sense of justice in his cause. Therefore, it is risky business not to have
ones differences just.
, Offend the teacher never, if
avoidable; he or she has care
enough without having to deal
with unkind students.

9

the Americans which could be
brought about by a Simplified
Spelling Board chosen from among
American, Canadian, Englii;h, Australian etc., scholars.
2. The list selected is a poor one
to begin on for different reasons:
a: The words are not, as a rule,
the ones that most need simplification.
b: The list is not one which appeals to the usable vocabulary of
"The Famous 300,"
the mass of the people, hence is
The following are the "300 not worthy of the effort it would
Words" that have caused such an require to make the change:
c: That to revise our spelling
"uproar" among the educational,
editorial, and literary folks. The piecemeal, in this fashion, would
Simplified Spelling Board has rec- take many years, would create too
ommended them as a starting list much confusion in our schools betoward simplifying the spelling of cause by the time one set of words
were learned another, and anthe English langua~e.
By executive order Mr. Roose- other, and so on, would be ushvelt directed that all documents is• ered in to take its place, thus upsued from the White House should setting generally our readers, spellconform to the spelling recom- ers, journals, literature, etc., for
mended, when using any of the an unnecessarily long period. If
"Celebrated Three Hundred." the change in our spelling is to be
The press of the country bas al- made the opponents of the present
most unanimously repudiated the proposition insist that it ought to
idea of reform in any such fashion be made all at once, for children
and has positively refused to use and maturer people could become
the simplified forms for these rea- familiar with the wholesale change
just as easily as with bits at a
sons:
1. That the English language time, and the changes in all printed
is not simply an American language matter could be done at one fell
but belongs to the entire English- stroke and have it off the printers
speaking portion of the world, hence bands.
8. That the method of simpliall changes should be by the authority of the English as well as fying is unscientific, having no
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definite plans or system for making great mass of the people care little
the changes, but purely arbitrary or nothing how they are spelled,
reasons . E . g. If the board, in- whether spelled at all; e. g ..
stead of selecting 300 words more accursed. anapest,antipyrine, archor less at random had laid down aeology, brazier, chimera, comdefinite rules for changing: Thus, mixed , dactyl, ecumenical , aedile,
one rule might be, the dropping of aegis, Eolian, aeon, aestivate, etiothe silent Jetter wherever found, logy, phantasm, phantasy, bemaat least wherever consistent with tin, homeopathy, homonym, lachgood linguistic law . Again critics rymal, orthopedic, paleography,
find that some of the proposed paleolithic, pedobaptist, prenomen,
changes are really faulty from pretermit, quaestor, and cimeter.
purely phonic reasons.
These are only the extremes. Pro4. Practically every book in nounce the list to the average boy
print, no matter what the subject, or girl of 15 years and see how
is printed from plates made from many of them he or she can define
the first type-set pages. These and.use intelligently in a sentence.
plates are very expensive, many Why not have put all "ed's' ' final
companies have tens, even hun- wbm;e sound is "t", in the list and
dreds of thousands of dollars tied be done with it? Why select so
up in them . Changes made in the many words not usable to 90 per
spelling of the language could not cent. of the people and leave so
be made on these plates, but new many monstrosities untouched? e.
forms would have to be set up and g . Why rermit dough, tough,
new plates would have to be made, cough, to be rambling about in the
thus involving publishers and au- same dress with different names
thors in an enormous amount of for this garb, and go after ''hiccough'' because it neither caufs,
labor and expense.
These and other reasons have cuffs, or coes? But this is only one
marshalled armies of critics and instance of punishing a thief and
interested persons on the opposition letting robbers go scot free till this
side of the question till it seems thief is disposed of for all time.
that Simplified Spelling will have Verily we Americans do some
rough travel.
We belie\·e that things by less than halves.
almost any unbiased person who
We, our very humble selves, are
glances over the list will say at heartily in favor of some systeonce:
matic reform in our spelling but
1. Why select so many words we are decidedly opposed to any
about the spelling of which the such tampering as seems now being
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agitated by a very small per cent.
of the American people against the
judgment of the many.
8IMPLIYIBD

abridgment
accouter

accurst
acknowledgment
addrest
adz
alllxt
altho
anapest
anemia.
e.nestbeaia
anesthetic
anllpyrin
antitoxin

a.pothem
apprize
e.rbor
a.rcheolol!')'
ardor
,
armor

artiza.n
assize
ax
bans
berk
behavior
bleet ,
biu• ht
brazen
brazier
bnn
bur
callber
cal\per
candor
ca.re• t
catalog
catechize
center
chapt
check
checker
c himera
civilize
clamor
clangor
clapt
ctaspt
cllpt
cl~e
coeval
color
colter

commlxt
compreet
comprlze
contest
controller
ORIGINAL
coqnet
abridgement
criticize
accoutre
cropl
accursed
crost
acknowledgement
crusht
addressed
cue
adze
curst
a.lllxed
culla.s
although
cyclopedia
anapaest, &napllllt
dactyl
anaemia, aneemla
dasht
anaesthesia, anaethesla
anaesthetic, an~tbeUc decalog
defense
anUpyrlne
demago&'
a.ntltoxine
deml.'anor
apothegm
deposit
apprise
deprest
arbour
archaeology. archaeology develop
dieresis
ardour
dike
a.nnour
dlpt
artisan
dlscust
~lse
dispatch
axe
distil
banns
dls,rest
barque
dolor
behaviour
domicil
blessed
draft
blushed
dram
brasen
drest
brasler
dript
bunn
droo11t
burr
dropt
calibre
dulnesa
calliper
ecumenical
candour
edlle
caressed
catalogue
e&'i•
enamor
'catechise
e
ncyclopedia
centre
ch'a pped
endeavor
envelop
cheque
Eolian
chequer
chimaera, chimrera
eon
enaulet
civilise
eponym
clamour
era
clangour
esophagus
clapped
esthetlc
clasped
esthetlcs
clipped
esthate
clew
ether
coaeval, coaival
etiology
colour
coulter
, ae
exorcize

•

commlxed
compressed
comprise
confessed
comptroller
coquette
criticise
cropped
crossed
cruahed
queue
cursed
cutlase
cyclopaedia, cyclopa,dia
dactyle
daahed
decalogue
defence
demagogue
demeanour
deposite
depressed
develope
diaeresis
dyke

dipped
d!scus• ed
despatch
distill
distressed
dolour
domicile
draught
draehm
dressed

dripped
drooped
dropped
dullness
oecumenical, aicumenlcal
aedlle, aid.lie
aegb, regls
enamour
encyclopaedia., predla
endeavour
envelope
Aeolian, lEollan
aeon, tean
epaulette
eponyme
aera, aira

aesophagus,a!Sophagu9
aesthetic. resthetlc
aeathetlcs, aisthetlca
aestivate, aestivate
aether, rether
aetiology, aetiology
, e1torclse
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exprest
fagot
fantasm
fantasy
fantom
favor
favorite
fervor
fiber
flxt

flavor
fulfil
fulnesa
gage
gaze!
gelatin
gild
gips7
gloze
glyc erin
good-by
gram
gript
harbor
harken
heapt
hematin
hiccup
hock
homeopathy.
homonym
honor
humor
busbt
hypotenuse
Idolize
imprest
Instil
jail

1udgment
ltlst
labor
lacrlmal
!apt
laabt
leapt
legalize
ll~nae
licorice
liter
lodgment
lookt
lopt
luster
mama
maneuver
materialize
m:f;r
m eval
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expressed
faggot
phantasm
phantasy
phantom
favour
favourite
fervour
fibre
fixed
flavour
fulftll
fullness
gauge
gazelle
gelatine
guild
gypsy
glose
glycerine
good·bye
gramme
gripped
harbour
hearken
heaped
haematin, hromatin
hiccough
bough
homoeopathy, hom<B<>bomonyme
honour
humour
hushed
hypothenuse
Idolise
Impressed
instill
~aol
judgement
kissed
labour
lachrymal
lapped
lashed
leaped
legalise
licence
liquorice
litre
lodgement
looked
lopped
lustre
mamma
manceuver, tnanceuvre
materialiae

meaf.:'e

med eval, medieval

meter
mist
miter
mixt
mold
molder
molding
mold:,molt
mullen
naturalize
neighbor
niter
nipt
ocher
odor
oll'ense
omelet
opprest
orthopedic
paleography
paleolithic
paleontology
paleozolc
paraffin •
parlor
partizan
past
patronize
pedagog
pedobaptlst
phenlx
phenomenon
plgmy
plow
polyp
poNest
practise, v. and n.
pre6xt
prenomen
prest
pretense
preterit
pretermit
primeval
protest
program
prolog
propt
pur
quartet
questor
quintet
rancor
rapt
raze
recognize
rec eanolter

metre
missed
mitre
mixed
mould
moulder
moulding
mouldy
moult
mullein
naturalise
neighbour
nitre
nipped
ochtt
odour
offence

omelette
oppressed
orthopaedic, ortbopeedic
palaengraphy, pa\repalaeolithic, pala,ollthlc
palaeontology, pa\reopa\aeozo!c, palreozoic
paraftlne
parlour
1>artlsan
passed
patronise
pedagogue, predagogue
paedobaptist. predophoenix, phoenix
pbaenomenon. pltznompygmy
plough
polype
possessed

practice
prefixed
praenomen, prrenomen
pressed
pretence
preterite, prreterlte
praetermit, prrotermlt
primaeval, prlmroval
professed
programme
prologue
propped
purr
quartette
quaestor, qua,stor
qnintette
r-t.ncour
rapped

rase
recorntse
reconnoitre
rigour
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rime
ript
rumor
saber
saltpeter

rhyme
ripped
rumour
aabre
saltpetre
saviour
savour
sceptre
aeptette
aepulchre
sextette
sylvan
scimitar, clmeter, etc.
sipped
scythe
aklllful

savior
savor

scepter
septet
sepulcher
sextet
silvan
eimitar

slpt
sithe
skilful
skipt
sllpt
smolder

akipped

slipped
smoulder
snapped
110mbre
spectre
splendour
steadfast
stepped

snapt

somber
specter
splendor
stedfaat
stept
stopt
slrest
atript
subpcna
succor
auffixt
sulfate
sulfur
auma.c
aupprest
surprize
synon:,m

atopped

stressed
stripped
subpoena,subpoona
succour
suffixed
sulphate
sulphur
sumach
suppressed
surprise

aynonyme
tabour
tapped
teuel, teasle, teazle

tabor
tapt

teuel
tenor
theater
tho
thoro
tborofare
thoroly
thru
thruout
tipt
topt
tost

tenour

theatre
though, tho'
thorough, thoro'
thoroughfare
thoroughly
through, thro', thro
throughout
~ipped
topped
i08Bed

transgressed

tran•great
trapt

tript
tumor
valor
vapor
vext
vigor .

trapped

tripped
tumour

valour
•v&poJU'
vexed
• I

~g~~r,

vizor

visor

wagon

waggon
washed

washt
whipt
whisky
wilful
winkt

whipped
whiskey

willful

wlsht

winked
wished

WO

woe

woh,I
woolen
wrapt

woeful
woollen
wrapped

Here and There,
There are some very wholesome
lessons to be learned from the late
political contests in the various
states. Some wiser folks will accept
these lessons and govern themselves accordingly; but not a few
political hucksters and baiters and
grafters will turn deaf ears till they
learn the terrible lesson of "Ephraim Bee's pups,'' -a moral by no
means unfitting the necessities of
not a few professional politicians.
President Roosevelt's drastic
measures in dealing with the Oklahoma military company which refused to reveal the guilty parties of
said company connected with some
scandalous conduct, has been pretty
severely criticised in certain newspapers: but to our way of thinking
and to our ideas of discipline the
President did exactly the right
thing. "The innocent had to suffer," say the critics: the innocent!
In this case who were the innocent? If there were those who
really did not know anything of
the guilty ones, there was a way to
·m ake that clear to the President,
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but we have heard of no such concerted effort to clear themselves. It
seems to have been a case of a few
guilty of a contemptible deed unworthy of the army uniform and a
number who knew the guilty but
did not care to reveal their names.
We have always insisted that the
"knowing innocent (?)" under
such circumstances are essentially
particeps criminis for they at least
prevent the meting out of justice
to the really guilty and thus encourage crime by concealing it.
Hon. S. H. Bowman, twice
member of the state legislature
from Barbour county, and a very
active and capable one too, one who
did things, also twice member of
the board of regents of the State
Normal Schools, ( a member of the
present board,) has moved to
Huntington to continue his law
practice. We welcome Mr, Bowman heartily to our young but very
progressive city and trust sincerely
that he may reap a goodly share of
Huntington prosperity. The city
welcomes him, the school welcomes
him, and the Parthenon welcomes
him and his very estimable wife,
formerly a popular student of Marshall. We extend this welcome to
Mr. Bowman's law partner and to
his father-in-law, Mr. Mansfield,
formerly an influential editor in
this end of the state.
The good people in all parts of
this union are learning that Hunt-

ington is a city to be reckoned with
in the near future and are coming
to enjoy the hospitality, the push,
the energy, the progressiveness and
the public spirit of her people; and
when here, if not so before coming,
they soon fall into Huntington
ways and add to the intellectual
side of our municipal situation.
The new Frederick Hotel of this
city is one of the best equipped in
the country, being quite modern in
all its appointments. Among its
many up-to-date advantages is a
large assembly room where associations of all kinds may be accommodated with ample room for their
sessions. It is quite worth one's
while to go through this splendid
addition to Huntington'snewhome
for ''stranger'' guests.
Including the improvements at
Marshall College about f,6o,ooo
has been spent for additional school
room within our corporate limits in
the last twelve months. The city
has had to build two new small
ward buildings to accommodate the
increase of children of educable
age.
The pt!rsonnel of the student
body at the college this year seems
to us a decided improvement over
that of any previous fall term; but
it should be so. Better facilities
should improve the entire makeup of our school life here.
Hassie Strain, class of

1900,

has

)
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been elected superintendent of the average strong man might stand· at
Huntington Hospital. Score an- one end, throw a small stone with
other credit for a Marshall girl.
all his power toward the other end
B. L. Pettry passed through the and the gravel would fall little becity lately to attend his fourth year yond, if · any, the middle of the
of medical lectures in Louisville. ship; so long that one would travel
Mr. Pettry has had an exception- about one-quarter of a mile to walk
ally lucrative practice in the New around her. Withal she is as wide
River mining district during his on her beams as an average tall
tree is long, and is as high as a
vacation.
7½ story house. (rooms 8 feet in
Bertha Allen is not teaching in height).
T exas as reported in the October
And as to the bulk of this stuParthenon, but is keeping house
pendous monster that bids defiance
for her father. She will teach
to wave and wind, that is well nigh
however in the near future. Her
inconceivable. When launched into
address is 1911 Loraine St. , Housthe water, before laden with
ton, Texas . Her sister Nellie is
freight, she displaces a bulk of the
in the high school but hopes to resalty ocean fluid equal to 67,800,000
turn to Marshall next year to repounds; reduced to gallons, 8,475,main till she completes her course.
000;reduced to still higher denominations, about 34,000 tons, or 1,000
The "Mauretania1 " the Monster of car loads, ( big 68,000 lb. cars).
the Ocean.
To this, when loaded, she adds over
The new Ounard ocean liner, l.!.,000 more tons of displacement;
"Mauretania," which has just been that is, when this big ship is fully
launched, is the monster of all the laden she fills a space below the
ocean greyhounds. She ls 785 feet water line, which, if filled with
long, 88 feet wide, and 60 feet and water, would require 11,250,000
6 inches deep. Think of it! Near- gallons.
Besides the enormous loads of
ly twice as long as the entire series
of buildings of Marshall Oollege; freight the big vessel can carry she
would reach from one street corner will accommodate 560 first class
in Huntington entirely across a passengers, 500 2nd class, 1,200 3rd
block of buildings, across the next class, 2,260 in all, and it requires a
street, and more than half way in crew of 810 men to run her. In
the next block; as long as eight tall all, she accomodates a human
trees, each over ~8 feet in height, freight of 3,070 persons.
To move the " Mauretania"
placed end to end; so long that the
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through her ocean trail there are
26 boilers, each 17 ft . 3 in. in diameter and 21 feet long. To heat
the water for steam-making in
these boilers there are 192 furnaces
and lC0,000 square feet of heating
surface. To feed these 19~ furnaces requires-think of it!-over
one thousand tons of coal, daily, or
over thirty-three car loads (60-ton
cars). To drive this floating palace, (and "palace" is no exaggerated comparison, for she cost more
and is handsomer than most palaces on this earth), across the Atlantic from Liverpool to New York
requires four train-loads of coal,
each train hauling over forty 60ton-capacity cars. This coal alone
would seem a load, and yet the
"Mauretania" leaves New York
with enough to last her to Liverpool and back'.
The enormous amount of energy
required to propel this palatial seagoer is perhaps better understood
when we say that to pull her
through the water at the speed she
can make, nearly 700miles per day,
would require sixty-eight thousand
horses pulling to their full capacity
all the time.
When laden, 37 feet of the vessel
are under water, and yet at this
point, her huge smokestacks extend 115 feet above the water-line.

She has 22 universities with 3 1.000
professors and lecturers and 40,000
students. The has an average of
12,000 suicides annually while
Great Britain has but 3,000. In
Germany 180,000 children are born
annually outside of wedlock, while
in England there are but 50,000.

The United States furnishes about
65% of all the copper of the world.
Europe bought of us in 1906
$86,226,000 worth of this metal.
Our yield of the ore for 1905 was
421,982 tons, valued at $145,000,000. Our yield for 1906 will be
about $185,000,000 .
Of our yield Montana furnishes
nearly 37 % , Michigan over 25 % ,
Arizona over 23% while the remainder is more or less scattered.
Michigan furnishes the cleanest
ore found anywhere and her copper sells a fraction higher than any
other, In that state it is found in
a pure copper state, unmixed with
any other substance
Lumps of
pure copper weighing as much as
400 to 600 tons have been found in
the Michigan mines; and only a
few weeks ago a lump of pure copper ore weighing 72,000 pounds
was taken from one of the Michigan
mines.
The political situation in Great
Britain promises very interesting,
if not constitutional, developments.
News Items.
Verylike the American situation the
Germany bas 300,000 school battle-line in the legislation is shiftteachers, and over 450,000 soldiers. ing to the point where the question

1
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Our wheat crop the largest except
of who shall dominate legislation,
the upper or the lower house, is the 1901 crop, totals 739,883.000
bushels. The 1901 crop was 748,demanding ~settlement.
460,000 bushels.
Russia is 120,000,000 bushels
The English premier, Sir Henry
short,
and France's crop is short,
Campbell Bannerman, and leader
but Germany and England run
of the House of Commons, is likely ahead of their average crop.
to be made a peer soon.
Sadie Thornbury withdrew from
Clemenceau has come to the school early last month to get marpremiership in France, and no ried. Her marriage occurred on
mere figurehead is he likely to the 10th of October.
prove. His career, as well as that
Librarian's Report,
oi Col . Piquart, will quite likely
For the month ending Oct. 10th,
pay for the spare attention Ameri1906:
can students of political science can General Works . . ............ . 210
give it.
Philosqphy .........· ....... . 2U
Religion . ........ . ...... . . 15
Emperor William II.. always Sociology ....... .. .. . . ... . 180
the most picturesque as well as one Philology . . . . . . . .. ... . ... . 12
of the most potent factors in Euro- Science ... ... .. ...... ..... . 70
5
pean politics, has set the European Useful Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
journals, diplomats, politicians, Fine Arts ............ . ... . . 48
Literature ....... .. ........ . 370 •
and court gossipers a-talking and History ............. . ..... . 285
a-guessing as to why he sent the
1207
telegraphic reprimand to Prince
Hohenlohe because the latter's Fiction contained in literature . 20
For the month ending Nov. 7th,
brother published the senior broth1906:
er's memoirs.
General Works : ............ , 300
Philosophy . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
If California continues to irritate
Religion .... ... : . . . . . . . . . . . 50
the Japanese the Philippine ques- Sociology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 170
tion may soon become one to be Philology . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
decided by the comparative strength Science . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 135
and fighting abilities represented in Useful Arts . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10
the American and the Japanese Fine Arts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 35
navies. What will our friend fat Literature. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 390
History . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 289
John Bull do in that case?
The corn crop of the United
1419
States this year reaches the enor- Fiction contained in literature . . 35
mous amount of $2,730,068,000
ELIZABETH F. MYERS,
bushels, the largest in our history.
Librarian.
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ATHLETICS

Marshall°O-U. of 0. 0.
Of the sixteen veterans who
received the . "Vl\rsity M" last
year only six put in an appearance for practice this fall, the
others having been lost by graduafion . . The vacancies were filled
with new material and the squad
got down to hllrd practice until
now, in spite of the difficulties that
were to be overcome at the beginning of the season, Marshall's
chance for a successful season is
assured.
Our first game was with the Uni• versity of Cincinnati on Nov. t}.
As the U. of C. ranks high among
other collf;ges, especially in Athletics, and on account of our tit11idity at being so far away from home,
(this is the first time we ever ventured so far,) our prospects for a
victory were anything else than encou,aging. But the score, Marshall
0, and U. of C. 0, tells the story.
That the U. of C. is a strong
aggregation is not to be disputed.
They made a good showing last
year against the Carlisle Indians,
Ohio State University and the
University of Indiana .
Marshall was not well known to
the University and they antici-

pated a "walk-over." However
Marshall had gone down to the
"Queen City" expecting a difficult
contest but with the determination
to "make good.''
At 3:30 p. m. Marshall kicked
off to University of Cincinnati, they
received the ball on their ten yard
line and advanced it to their fifteen
yard line where Marshall held them
for downs and they were forced to
punt. Marshall failed. to make the
required ten yards aud punted. U.
of C. gained possession of the oval
and once again tried to make a run
for a touchdown but on account of
Mars.hall's ends and backs they
were unable to gain. During the
first half U. of C. was penalized
thirty yards for off side play. The
half ended with the ball near the
middle of the field.
In the last half U. of C. kicked
to Marshall's ten yard line, the
ball was carried into U. of C . 's
territory where they were held for
downs. The last half was a repetition of the first. Neither side was
able to make the required distance
and resorted to punting. The game
ended with the ball on U. of C. 's
thirty yard line, neither team having scored.
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- .u . of C. seemed very much dis- white and green ..waved. triumphappointed. They had expected an
easy victory but had failed to score.
Although Marshall , had . failed . to
score they were pleased with the
result and felt that they had "made
good."

Marshall 28-Portsmouth 0,
The first game of football on
home grounds was that with Portsmouth Athletic Club. The game,
although played at Olyffeside, Ky.,
was attended by·a large number of
students. The yells for M. C.
seemed to inspire the players and
each man put forth bis best efforts
at every stage of the game. The
sensational part of the game was
Carpenter's long runs.
Many
times was he seen to ''stiff-arm''
three or four men, and keep going
until he had crossed the goal line.
Cecil played a good game. York
was a star.
Shelton deserves
praise, in fact all the Marshall
boys did well .
The result of the game was 28-0
in Marshall's favor.

Marshall 10-Georgetown O.
The game of football played at
Clyffeside Park beiween Marshall
and Georgetown, Ky., on the
twenty-seventh of October, was
witnessed by a very enthusiastic
crowd composed largely of College
students. The young ladies from
College Hall had a special car. The

antly from the hands ,of many a
fair one.
Georgetown kicked to Marshall's
ten yard line and Shelton by a brilliant open field' run returned it
twenty-five yards. · Marshall ·by a
succession of line plunges and end
runs carried the ball into the enemy's territory but was unable to
cross their goal line. The firsthalf ended with the ball on the
Varsity's fifteen yard line. Marshall was proving decidedly the
stronger of the two teams and
should have scored in this half.

In the second half Georgetown
received the kick, which ;was not a
long one. and G. Sharp secured the
ball on the Varsity's twenty yard
line. By a number of terrific line
rushes Marshall carried the ball
over for the score, Rardin failed to
kick goal.
Georgetown next kicked to Marshall's fifteen yard line and returned
it ten yards. A few successful line
plunges were followed by an end
run by Rardin which netted a gain
of forty yards. This was the most
sensational play during the entire
game. The pigskin was now on
the Varsity's fifteen yard line with
four minutes to play. Here the
enemy made a stand and it was
only by repeated and strenuous efforts that Marshal{ was able to score
another touchdown . Rardin tried
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under very unfa,·orable circumstances to kick goal but failed.
Marshall's line resisted all onslaughts and at no time during the
game was the enemy's line able to
penetrate it for long gains. Rardin, York and Shelton all played in
their accustomed brilliant manner
and Grass did exceedi~gly well for
a new man and made good gains
when called on to carry the ball.

Marshall 11-Ashland 0.
Saturday, November 10th, the
Marshall team lined up against the
Ashland team on the latter's ground
for the first time in three years.
The last game in Ashland resulted in a defeat for our boys, owing to the fact that the best men
were injured in the early part of
the game and their places filled by
"subs." The Marshall team went
with the determination of playing
the Ashland men off their feet but
this was impossible as Ashland
delayed the game every minute of
play.

Ashland as usual played an unsportsmanlike game, using fists
at every opportunity. The Marshall team, though outweighed,
outclassed their opponents.
The feature of the first half was
Shelton'slong run for a touchdown
after receiving a punt. Hawley's
line plunging was sensational and
Koontz, though suffering from a
strain¢ ankle, was in every scrimmage . Marshall's line was especially strong and not once could
Ashland hurl her men through it
for a gain, The game stood Marshall 11, Ashland 0.
The line-up was:
Wheat, left end.
Sharp, (Capt.) left tackle.
Patterson and Morris, left guard.
Curtis, center.
Harper, right guard.
G. Sharp, right tackle.
Garred, right end.
Shelton, quarter.
Hawley, full back.
Grass, left half.
Koontz, right half.
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FRED W. OARPER, of Prosperity, Raleigh County entered School here on the 12th of September, 1906, became ill
soon afterward and went to the Kessler Hospital on the 8th of
October, where, on the 19th of October, he died. His brother
aud sister came for their brother and took him home for burial.

Mr. Carper was a good boy, and
gave promise of becoming a suecessful student.
Students acted as pallbearers to
the station.
Besides a number of students,
Mr. Corbly, Miss Cummings, Miss
Hackney, Miss Burgess, Mr. Ford,
Miss Buchanan, and Miss Koehler
accompanied the friends to the
train, as representatives from the
faculty. The entire faculty contributed to a handsome floral offering.
The Parthenon extends its kindest sympathies to the bereaved
friends . Whatever else death may
bring and leave in this world, certainly sorrow and grief and regret
are among the chief things.
Ye who have dear ones, love
them, cherish them, bear with
them, help them, trust them, be
kind to them, be thoughtful of

them and their feelings and comforts and needs, be good to them,
sympathize with them, do all you
can to make them happy, do and
be these things for their sake, for
your sake, for the world's sake.
Only by so doing and being can ye
hope to find relief from the pangs
that the going away for all time
from this world of a dear one, produces in the heart and soul of him
or her who loves. Do what one
may there will be regrets from not
having been more thoughtful, more
kind, more true, hence how all important that we study how and
when and where to make others
happy. There is no memory that
one cherishes afterward half so
tenderly as, "I know he or she
loved me, was true to me, and I
did all I could to make him or her
happy, I did my best; I loved and
was loved, and I was true.
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Is. It True?
_BY Hltl,EN HUNT JACKSON.

Is it true, 0 Christ in heaven,
That the highest suffer most?
'T hat the strongest wander.farthest
And more helplessly are ~ost? , ,
That the mark of rank in nature
Is capacity of pain?
And the anguish of the singer
Makes the sweetness of the stcain?
Is it true, 0 Christ, in heaven,
That, whichever way we go,
Walls of darkness must 'surtound us,
· Things we would but cannot know?
That the infinite must bound us,
Like a temple veil unrent ·
While the finite ever wearies
So that none's the,ein content?
Is it true, 0 ,Christ in, heaven ,
That the fullness yet to come
Is so glorious antl' so perfect ,
· That to know would strike us dumb?
Th,at if ever for a moment
We could pierce beyo~d the· ~ky
With these poor dim eyes of mortals,
We should.just.-see God and die?
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Senior Notes.
The Senior year book is the talk
1 just now and the committee appointed to decide 011 the material of
the book have had several stormy
debates but it is to be hoped that
they, like the authors of our Conl stitution, may at last come forth
with a report that will meet with
the approval of both faculty and
class.

\

!.
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ing the teachers :what Seniors, if
any, are not making a grade of 75
per cent. It were well to take
warning and see that our names
are still on the list of fortunate
ones.

Seminary and senior meetings go
hand in band and really Seminary
is as pleasant as class meetingwhen you are not on the program.

Mr Meredith has changed the
'08 Notes.
text on Physics, we judge in honor
"Esse quam videri:" "to be
of the '07 class. The binding of
rather
than to seem." Is this not
the new one is Columbia blue.
a fitting watchword of the class
The challenge received from the
that "does things?"
Juniors concerning a contest between the classes in oration, debate,
The committee of ten selected to
essay, reading and music was re- consider the practicability of pubjected, after due deliberation, be- lishing a year book -the first Marcause the Seniors who would most shall College has e~er seen-is now
likely participate in the contest are at work; and within a very short
having all the work they can do.
time expects to have things in
shape
to begin the actual work of
Class pins! The seal and monoediting
this book. This work,
gram pins are both before the
when
finished
. will reflect credit
house. May we profit by the exnot
only
upon
the
class, but upon
perience of others gone before and
the
entire
student
body.
not be divided in this affair.
The ,class officers are quietly ask-

A few weeks ago the class of '08

I
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sent to the Seniors a challenge to
Virginian Notes.
contest in the intellectual field.
The Virginians entertained the
Very much to our surprise. ~he faculty, the Erosophian Society
challenge was rejected. Havmg "and friends on their tenth Anniverconsidered it beneath their dignity sary. Friday, November 9th, in
to engage with us in a contest of their parlors .
this nature, they proceeded to chalThe ups and downs of the past (
lenge us to play football.
ten years have only increased the
Since they boasted of their love all Virginians have for their
Hercules, ~he~r Gol!aths, and their society. We are now as po~erf?l
Samsons, 1t 1s evident that the and influential as al any time m
Seniors are anywhere from twenty our history. We have proved our 1
to thirty centuries behind the ability in contest and still look uptimes, therefore, we are not sur- ward to even greater achievements
prised that they preferred a gladia- in the future.
torial combat .
The hall was decorated with the
colors of both societies, and their
Erosophian Notes.
pennants were very fraternally
· Several new members have been crossed throughout the decorations.
added to our roll since the last issue About two hundred were present
of the Parthenon, and are respond- and all seemed to have a good time.
ing well when placed on the pro- Many old Virginians were in attet dance and it does Virginians of
gram-.
the present good to have so many
Our vice president is discharging
come back to visit.
his duties admirably as seen by
The program rendered was charthe interesting programs we are
acteristic
of the Virginian Society,
having.
well prepared and delivered. Mr.
The Erosophians were graciously Stuart H . Bowman, memb';!r of
received by the Virginians at their the Board of Regents, honored the
Anniversary meeting on the even- society by an address. It is seldom
ing of the ninth. An excellent we hear such a good, wittv, yet
program was given after which re- wise speech. We wish that we
could have Mr. Bowman with us
freshments were served and the often and we assure him a hearty
evening given over for having a welcome at any time.
good time.
The program was as follows:
Welcome . . . . . .. .. . S . S. Wheat
A special Thanksgiving program Piano Solo .. Miss Shirley Robinson
is being arranged for Friday, Nov. Reading . . . . . . . . Miss Goldie Bias
2a.
Vocal Solo . . .... .. Arthur Herring

I
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Address . . . . . . . . .. Mr. Bowman
Vocal Solo. Mrs. Georgia McDonald
Reading ..... Miss Ruth Bossinger
Shoogy-Shoo .. Virginian Quartette
After the program refreshments
were served. Misses Cox and Davis were in charge.
The evening was a success and
the various committees deserve
great praise for their excellent
work.
The Virginian Society now enters the eleventh year of its existence . It is the older of the two
societies . It is not the larger in
number at present . We have a
seal, a motto, a trophy, and our
hall is furnished with good substantial furniture.
At the beginning of last term
over a score of new members were
admitted. We are always glad to
welcome a good earnest student to
the society, one who is willing to
do his part in the society work, but
when it comes to drones we want
none. All Virginians love their
society, and never regret their
choice.

Y. M. 0. A.
With Messrs. W. H. Franklin,
W. C. Henson, M. F. Smith and
Robt. Larew as leaders for the preceding month, we have had very
successful meetings. It is also encouraging to note that an unusually
large number of our members take
an active part in the work, making

it much more interesting and beneficial.
The cabinet meeting which was
held on the third of November
found the Association in good condition. They made excelh;nt plans
for the future; and decided that,
since we have a prosperous Missionary Class, we should have access to
more literature pertaining to this
important study. Upon Mr. Moore's
recommendation, "The Missionary
Review" has been placed on the
Hst of library papers.
From November the eleventh to
the seventeenth inclusive, the Association observed the week of
prayer, which has been set apart
for all such organizations . .
Mr. Slack, the National Y. M.
C. A. Secretary for eastern United
States who visited us last year,
will be with us again on November
the seventeenth, eightee.n th and
nineteen th, during which time
several special sessions will beheld.

'09 No.tee.
The class of Hl09 held its ~lee~
tion Thursday, November 1, and
chose the officers for thi~ ,year:.
Mr . C. C. Myer of Tyler co~nty
was elect~d _president, Mr.. T. B.
Earle of Wetzel county, vice-president, Mr. D. C. Harper of Randolph county, secretary, Mr .. W. A.
Spruce of Kanawha county, treasurer, and Miss Effie Corbly ~f P~tnam county, ~eporter.
Mr. Myer entered upon his duo
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ties immediately after being elected, and will do all he can to help
make the 1909 class one of the
largest and best classes that ever
graduated from this school.
We have some good workers.
Quality as well as quantity shall
count. and we have an abundance
of both.
Our class first numbered about
ninety, but some have dropped out;
however, the additions to be made
during the next two years will
more than compensate for current
losses. We are students loyal tu
Marshall, and resolved to graduate
in the 1909 class, and hope on
graduation day to be a body of
seniors well worthy of the name.
Our colors adopted last year are
old rose and gray.

bear the hardships of the march.
But no doubt they are studying
Greek elsewhere.
Both classes have purchased the
Greek Testament in which the
Sunday School selection is read in
class on Fridays.
It is of interest to the beginning
class that Mr. Jordan again offers
the Jordan prize. The repetition
of the offer certainly shows a de~p
interest on the part of Mr . Jordan
in the Greek department of Marshall College, and zealous competition should be the result of the
appreciation all feel of his interest
in the work.
·
Weekly injunction: "Don't forget the Testaments.''
Nov, 6th, an interesting class
discussion of the verbs "Bapto"
and "Baptizo."
OLLIE FOSTER,

Zeta Rho Epsilon.
With this year the enrollment in
the Greek department attains the
greatest number in the history of
the school, there being ten in the
second year Greelr""and nine in the
first year class. Nitre more eligible
to Zeta Rho Epsilon membership,
and the Zeta Rho Epsilon organization is waiting to receive them
at the end of this term.
Those journeying through Xenophon's "Anabasis" miss the former Greek students at Marshall,
Arthur Edwarcs, Jamie Haworth,
Joe Davidson and Walter Point, to

College Hall.
A mas,q uerade party was given
by the girls in the College Hall
parlor on Saturday evening, Oct.
27. Ghosts and J ack-o-lanterns
were much in evidence. Dutch
girls, Japanese girls, Indians, colonial dames, gypsies, cooks, nurses, milk maids, etc., stamped the
puzzling question "who's who?"
on the faces of the young men .
After the masks were removed,
apples and chestnuts were served
and the evening was given to music
and conversation.
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Koontz: "There is an unusually
large number of pretty girls at
College Hall this year·"
On Sunday, Nov. 4, R. C.
Spangler, Robert Larew and Richard Spangler took dinner with their
sisters at the Hall .
Miss Blanche Emery and Miss

Grace Stewart have been enjoying
visits from their mothers.
Miss Bessie Huey has been called
home by the death of her grandparent.
Dr. Wilbur Hoylman, of Monroe, is visiting his sister, Miss Margaret.

Sottte Studettts
Who are backward in their studies owe their J.>lace in their class to their
imperfect eyes. This point should receive due consideration in all cases where
the students progress is not normal and proper, steps should be taken t& settle
the question, This can b;i done by having

The Eyes Tested
• To see if the trouble lies there. If it docs, then the supposition is justifiable that glasses should be tried.

H. E. EDDY, Graduate Optician.
Cor. 10th St. knd Srd Ave. ·

Office Hours 8 to 12, 1 to 6, 6:80 to 8:30.

FALL 1ERM
HUNTINGTON BUSINESS COLLEGE!
.
ALL DEPARTMENTS NOW OPEN
BOOK-KEEPING, TELEGRAPHY. SHORTHAND .\ND TYPEWRITING.

In addition to the above courses we give Spelling, Languages, Arithmetic, Com•
mercial Law, P enmanship and business Letter Writing.
OUR NIGHT SCHOOL affords an excellent opportunity for boys and girls
who work during the day ..
ENTRANCE 842 FOURTH AVENUE.

W.

A.

RIPLEY

PR!NCIPAL

DR. T. W-. MOORE,
1048 Third Avenue

Practice Limited to
EYE, EAR, NOSE AND THROAT
HOURS: 0 to 12 2 to 15
~UNDA YS-- 10 to 11

HUNTIHGTON, VY'. VA.

•
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HOLSWADES'
·The Great Household Emporium for

F"iirniture, Carpets Rugs, Bedding
Selling Agents for

McDougal Kitchen Cabinets ·
Victor Patent Extension Tables,
Ostemoor and Sterns and Foster's
Peerless Mattresses

STREIT'S MORRIS CHAIRS AND DAVENPORTS
THE MOST SATISFACTORY LINES MADE
EVERYTHING

FOR THE HOME

W. H. H. HOLSWADE,
945 & 947 Third Avenue
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INTERIOR JOHN A. ,JO)IES MUSIC CO'S STORE 21XI40 FEET, !ST AND 2ND FLOOR

CHICKERING

and Many Other

FINE PIANOS ....

C~ll or write for
pnces
Terms to
suit
the purchaser

KIMBALL

and Other

FINE OH.GANS.

JOHN A. JONES MUSIC CO. Huntington, West Virginia.
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COLLEGE SHOES
For College Students.
If you ~ant the snappiest shoe shown in the city come
to us.

We have combined style and wear in our FALL

SHOES, and we are showing fetching styles in Fashion•
able leathers that not only look RIGHT, but will give
you service.

McCarthy & Scanlon,
NINTH STREET SHOE STORE.

You Need a Oas Stove.....
Wehavethemfrom$r.5oup. Gas Drop Lamps from · f,1.50
up to '$6. Excellent for Student's Desks. We make Special
Prices to all College Students.

Emmons=Hawkins Hardware Co.
THE

Prindle Furniture Co.,
The Complete Home Outfitters

Furniture, Carpets, Stoves Etc.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK,
H UNTINGTON, W . VA.

Capital $250,000.00 Surplus and Profits $245,000.00
Deposits $1 .JS0,000.00
J . I,. Caldwell , President.

Geo. F . l\Iiller, Vice Pree;. and Cashier

M. J. Ferguson, Asst. Cashier .

Your Business Will be Appreciated.

''Huntington's Greatest Store"

G. A. Northcott & Company
Latest Models .

Exclusive Styies in

Fall and Winter Clothing
F OR THE COLL EGE CHAP,
More conservative styles for those who prefer such.
The man who wears our clothes is always well dressed.
926-928 4th Ave.

.-.

Hotel Frederick Block

HUNTINGTON, W . VA.
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